Full-stack Engineer | ChipBrain
At ChipBrain, new ideas become incredible products very quickly. By joining our passionate and
dedicated team, you’ll have a pivotal part in ChipBrain’s mission of human conversation 2.0 — our
mission is to increase empathy between people from different backgrounds, to empower people to
communicate more effectively, and wherever communication may democratize opportunity, to
augment human persuasion capabilities. ChipBrain Full-stack Engineers value this mission.
As a ChipBrain Full-stack Engineer, you will be responsible for ensuring the alignment of web/app
design and user experience requirements, optimizing web/app pages for maximum efficiency, and
maintaining brand consistency across all web/app pages, among other duties. ChipBrain Full-stack
Engineers are required to work in teams alongside back-end engineers, graphics designers, and product
leads to ensure all elements of web/app creation are consistent. This requires excellent communication
and interpersonal skills. ChipBrain Full-stack Engineers have the opportunity to own and deliver key
components in ChipBrain’s rapidly growing suite of products and services.
We encourage applications from software engineers with a keen eye for design — ones who can get the
job done properly and in an efficient manner.

Responsibilities
●
●
●
●

Determine the structure and design of web/app pages
Collaborate with back-end developers, graphics designers, and product leads to translate
UX-driven designs into real world applications (ChipBrain products).
Develop solutions for real-world, large-scale problems.
Lay proper foundations via reusable code that allow current and future ChipBrain
engineers to aid in future iterations

Technical Skills
● Must have experience with:
○ React/Hooks
○ CSS/SCSS

○ Responsive and Adaptive Interfaces
○ Redux
○ Relational Databases - PostgreSQL
○ UI Design Tools (ie. Figma, Adobe XD)
○ Django
○ AWS
○ SQL
● Nice to have prior experience with:
○ Building AI/ML as a service applications
○ Kubernetes

Location
ChipBrain is based in Boston, MA, USA. We support remote-work options on a case-by-case basis.

To apply
To apply, visit https://chipbrain.com/apply. Please click the role “Full-stack Engineer” and complete
the required fields.

